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Ray Wisdom Auction

May 5 After Board Mtg
The annual Ray Wisdom
BBQ and Auction will
be held May 5, 2012 at
Richard Moya Park in
Travis County, immediately following the board
meeting. Remember ... all
proceeds benefit TSFI's
scholarships for land
surveying students!

A publication of the Texas Society of Professional Surveyors

Tyler Junior College to Host Two
TSPS-Sponsored Events in June

April 2012

T

he TSPS Educators
Retreat, hosted by TSPS
Chapter No. 4 and Tyler
Junior College, will be
held at the campus of TJC
starting Wednesday June 6th through
Friday June 8th. Also Chapter 4 and
the Surveying Education Foundation
of Texas (SEFT) will host the annual
Surveying Camp that is open to high
school juniors and seniors. The Surveying Camp will be held, at TJC, starting
Sunday June 3 - Wednesday June 8.

Tyler Junior College to Host Two
TSPS-Sponsored Events in June
NSPS Merger Plan Up For Vote

TSPS Members and Chapters can rec- Educators get real field instruction during the 2010
ommend both students and Educators to TSPS Educators' Retreat at Lone Star College.
attend. Educators can register at
http://www.tjc.edu/surveying/Retreat.php and
students can register at
Donations can be made using THIS FORM and
http://www.tjc.edu/surveying/Camp.php. Space
volunteers can contact Willace Johnson at 903is limited, however preference is given to those
510-2995 or wjoh@tjc.edu.
who are sponsored.
Following are schedules for the two events:
Chapter 4 and SEFT would appreciate any help
TSPS Educators Retreat Schedule
via donations or volunteering. These events are
SEFT Surveying Camp Schedule
FREE to both the students and educators due to
the strong support of TSPS members and others
Corey Wilson, President Chapter 4
across the State.
Joey Stanger, SEFT Chairman

NSPS Merger Plan Up for Vote May 5
By regular mail notice, NSPS has announced that
a vote on a Plan of Merger will be taken at the
NSPS General Membership meeting to be held in
Charlotte, NC, at 8 AM (EDT), Saturday, 5 May,
2012. This Plan of Merger is the follow up to the
decision some time ago of ACSM to turn over
operations to NSPS.

include TSPS members who have a conflict on
that date with the quarterly Board of Directors
meeting and Ray Wisdom auction.

This is a Bylaw change, which under the current
Bylaws of NSPS, is to be voted on at a regular
meeting of the membership with a minimum of
25 members in attendance. Though not provided
for in the Bylaws, NSPS Executive Director Curt
Sumner has announced that for the many NSPS
members who cannot be in Charlotte on that date,
mail-in votes may be considered. That would

NSPS
6 Montgomery Village Avenue, Suite #403
Gaithersburg, MD 20879

If you feel strongly about the issue, you are urged
to make your opinion known either in person in
Charlotte, or by mail. Mail opinion letters to:

You can also email NSPS Executive Director
Curtis Sumner at Curtis.sumner@acsm.net for
more details.

Dallas Chapter 5 Surveying
Display at Garland Library
TSPS Sustaining Members
Where the Work Gets Done TSPS Committees
The Surveyor as An Expert
Witness
High Plains Experience Seminar
Mark Your Calendar
TSPS Coming Events
Classified Ads
In Memoriam
TSPS New Members

Texas Society of Professional Surveyors
2525 Wallingwood Dr. #300
Austin, Texas 78746

Dallas Chapter 5 Surveying Display at Garland Library

Dallas Chapter 5 set up a display (above photos) for the months of March and April at the south branch of the Garland Public Library. Survey
equipment and general descriptions of its use and history were included. Thanks to Chris Freeman for the intro to the library director. On
April 12 and 13 Chapter 5 gave a presentation to the Duncanville High School Architectural Design classes on the relationship of surveying to
architecture, including some hands on with total stations and automatic levels. (Photos courtesy of Gary Matthews.)
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Look Familiar?

Where the Work Gets Done

Things Get Done at the TSPS Committee Level

This hat was left at the South Shore
Harbour Hotel by one of our TSPS Symposium attendees. If it's yours, contact
brendan@tsps.org for details, and get
reunited!

Thanks TSPS

Sustaining Members
Allen Precision Equipment
ANCO Insurance
Berntsen International, Inc.
Courthouse Research Specialists
Easy Drive
G4 Spatial Technologies
G&R Surveying, LLC
GeoShack
Keystone Aerial Surveys
Leica Geosystems Inc
Martin Instrument
Miller Blueprint/
Precision Data Solutions
SAM, Inc. (Samir Hanna)
Silicon Benefits
Stewart Geo Technologies
Surv-Kap, LLC
Trimble Navigation
Western Data Systems
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Check out the following sampling of Committee Reports submitted prior to the May 5 Board
Meeting in Austin. You can find all submitted
reports posted online at www.tsps.org.

experiment was somewhat successful, but human
intervention will be required to proofread and
properly format an electronic version this title for
eBook sale.

Education Committee
On-line Education/Distance Learning
Sub-Committee

Suggested to Jim Gillis that TSPS produce The
Act and Rules as an eBook. This material is
already in electronic form, a new edition can be
published annually (remonitizing the existing
reader base) and, if there are changes mid-year, a
free update can be pushed to current customers.

COMMITTEE MEMBERS: 			
Jeff Echt
Subcommittee Mandate: Investigate OnLine and
Distance Learning Options for Educating TSPS
members and other surveyors. Plan and Organize
the Implementation of the use of digital media
for education purposes. Engage with TSPS staff
members to work out logistics for implementation of the above. Coordinate with other Subcommittee Chairs and Education Committee Chair to
accomplish these goals.

Respectfully submitted by:

The following have taken place since the last
Board Meeting:

(1)
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Held a Webinar for Jason Jernigan and Shane
Neally entitled “Original Texas Surveys Before
1836,” in order to demonstrate how the Webinar
medium would work for presenting survey-related educational material.
Used optical character recognition software
to translate two scanned pages of the TSPS
“Manual of Practice” into electronic form. The

Jeff Echt, Chair
Legal Counsel's Report
Listed below are the developments/activities
which have occurred since the February 2012
Board of Directors Meeting.
Sales Tax – On November 21, 2008, the
Tax Policy Division, Texas Comptroller
of Public Accounts, advised TSPS that a
new publication clarifying the application
of sales tax to surveying services would
soon be available in draft form for TSPS
to review and comment. The draft “Tax
Bulletin #94-103 on Surveying Services”
was provided to TSPS on February 25,
2009. Meetings were held with the Comptroller’s staff to discuss revisions on March
See TSPS COMMITTEES, Page 4

News Around Texas
Dunaway Associates Expands Partnership
Dunaway Associates announces the promotion of Alan Moore, RPLS
to the position of Principal / Partner of the firm. Dunaway is a multidiscipline consulting firm providing civil engineering, landscape architecture, survey and environmental services to clients across Texas.
Established in 1956, the firm has grown to approximately 120 people,
with offices in Fort Worth, Denton and Midland.
Moore is Dunaway’s Director of Survey Services. He has 15 years
of experience in right-of-way and boundary surveying, horizontal and
vertical control surveying, and topographical surveying. His project
experience includes oversight of the North Tarrant Express/DFW
Connector contract for Texas Tollway Authority; Indefinite Delivery
Contract for TXDOT; quality assurance for the ONCOR-CREZ ROW Alan Moore
acquisition program; and survey services related to energy clients such
as Chesapeake, Devon and others. He is also currently involved in
developing Dunaway’s geospatial technological advances, including the use of GIS, satellite imagery,
and data manipulation to help energy and utility companies better control their assets and operations.
He holds a Bachelor of Science in Geology and Geography from Stephen F. Austin State University
and is a member of Texas Society of Professional Surveyors.
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Continued from page 6

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

3, 2009, and October 13, 2009. TSPS prepared a matrix with definitions listing all taxable and non-taxable activities and submitted this
proposal to the Comptroller on November 23, 2009. On June 30, 2010
we were notified by Robin Corrigan, Team Leader, Sales Tax Policy,
Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts, that they are finalizing a revised “Tax Bulletin” draft and will be available to meet with TSPS
regarding same in the very near future. On December 1, 2010, Mr.
Bryant Lomax with the Comptroller’s Office requested that TSPS
revise the draft “matrix” as appropriate so as to provide that each
“activity” is either always taxable or always non-taxable without
regard to the type of survey that is being prepared. The TSPS Sales
Tax Task Force met in Austin on December 16, 2010 and revised
the matrix as requested. On January 20, 2011, we met with the Comptroller’s staff to discuss the revised matrix. The TSPS Sales Tax Task
Force met in Austin on November 23, 2011 and revised the matrix pursuant to discussions during the January 20, 2011 meeting with the
Comptroller’s Office. In December, 2011 TSPS requested a followup meeting with the Comptroller’s Office to discuss the revised matrix.
On March 23, 2012, a TSPS member from Houston notified TSPS that
(1) his surveying firm is undergoing a sales tax audit and (2) the
Comptroller auditor is taking the position that “charges for the provision of a FEMA Elevation Certificate for the purpose of determining
flood insurance rates or obtaining flood insurance coverage are taxable insurance services.” In this regard, it is important to note that,
during the ongoing discussions with the Comptroller’s sales tax staff,
TSPS has always taken the position that the “location of elevations”
and “elevation certificates” are not taxable. Accordingly, via correspondence dated April 4, 2012, TSPS once again requested a meeting
with the Comptroller’s staff to discuss the revised matrix and to clarify
the elevation certificate issue. (See attachments in the Legal Counsel's
report posted online at www.tsps.org.)

(2)
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Title Insurance – On February 28, 2012, the Commissioner of Insurance held the 2012 Texas Title Insurance Periodic Hearing. Ninety-one
agenda items were considered, none of which adversely impacted
the surveying profession. On March 20, 2012, the Commissioner issued an Order on withdrawn and disapproved agenda items. We anticipate that the Commissioner will issue an order in the near future on
the remaining agenda items that the Commissioner will propose for
adoption.

(3)
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Sunset Advisory Commission – The Texas Board of Architectural
Examiners and the Texas Board of Professional Engineers will be
abolished on September 1, 2013 unless continued in existence via the
Sunset review process. Accordingly, these agencies will be considered
for Sunset review during the 2012-2013 Biennium. During the week
of April 9, 2012, the Commission held public hearings on the Commission on Judicial Conduct and the Ethics Commission. It is anticipated
that public hearings on the Architectural Examiners and Professional
Engineers will take place sometime during July-September, 2012.
Attached are the Sunset Commission Members and the 2011-2012
Sunset review schedule.

(4)
		
		
		
		

Real Estate Contracts – During the TSPS Governmental Affairs
Meeting on February 25, 2012, the recommendation was made that
TSPS consider recommending to the Texas Real Estate Commission
that the TREC One To Four Family Residential Contract (Resale) (see
attached) be revised so as to allow the parties to designate the surveyor
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		 (by name) who will prepare the necessary survey. This issue is under
		 review by the TSPS Governmental Affairs Committee.
Respectfully submitted,
Mark J. Hanna
(Visit www.tsps.org to access TSPS Committee reports and the attachments
associated with this quarter's Legal Counsel's Report.)
TxDOT Liaison
The TxDOT Liaison Committee is charged with establishing and maintaining an open line of communication between the TxDOT Standing Committee on Surveying (SCOS) and the TSPS Board of Directors and TSPS
members, and to help find mutual common ground from which both entities
can work jointly for the advancement of the surveying profession and the
protection of the citizens of Texas.
Activity since 02/2012:
- Continued ongoing communication with SCOS
- Attended the TxDOT Surveyors Conference March 20-21 in Austin,
		 providing an update to attendees on TSPS activities during the 2011
		 legislative session, as well as current activities preparing for the 2013
		 legislative sessions.
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Conference agenda was well planned with very informative topics that
included presentations on: TSPS activities; TBPLS activities; Finalizing ROW Map projects; ROW Surveying Process; Disclaimer for
GIS Products; Surveying Gone Wrong (aerial focus); Technical
Aspects of Digital Aerial Photography; Impact of SB 18 on Surveying
ROW and Overview of Appraisals; Surveying Gone Right; Ethics/
Rules of TBPLS; Access Control; Surveying-Project Planning, Management, and Integrated Project Delivery; Update of the TxDOT
VRSNet; Safety Operations; LightSquared; Future of High-Precision
GPS; ROW Omissions to Eliminate Delays with Acquisitions.

		
		
		

Connected with TxDOT staff from the Consultant Contract Office,
offering any assistance and resources that may be helpful to them regarding survey terms and definitions. This discussion was originally
initiated by the previous TSPS TxDOT Liaison Mary Chrusczcak.

- The GIS Disclaimer Bill was adeptly presented by another Speaker.
		 TxDOT appears to have embraced the GIS Disclaimer for a variety of
		 products it produces.
- Continued monitoring of the LightSquared issue, or similar initiatives,
		 is a mutual priority.
- Anticipated budgeted expenses for attending the TxDOT Conference
		 ($425.00) were saved
- No Budget expenditures are foreseen in the near future
- No present issues requiring Board of Directors action
Respectfully submitted,
Christopher R. Freeman, RPLS
TxDOT Liaison Committee Chairman
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Survey Summit
The ACSM Annual Conference
July 21–24, 2012
Manchester Grand Hyatt
San Diego, California
• Learn how real-world examples and spatial solutions
can improve your business.
• Connect with your peers to share ideas and explore
industry developments.
• Bridge the gap between emerging technologies and
new business practices.
To register for the Survey Summit or to exhibit, go to
surveysummit.com

ACSM
Metes and Bounds/April 2012
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The Surveyor as An Expert Witness
By Knud E. Hermansen
P.L.S., P.E., Ph.D., Esq.

A

surveyor is often involved in litigation in the capacity of an
expert witness. In the capacity of an expert witness, the surveyor performs three functions. First, the surveyor identifies,
introduces, and authenticates documents and other information relevant to the disputed boundary. Second, the surveyor
explains the relevancy of certain information and how the information is
used to fix the position of the boundary. Third, the surveyor gives a conclusion — an ultimate opinion on the location of boundaries and other related
matters. If the surveyor performs the first two functions with competence,
the surveyor will establish their credibility with the court. A surveyor that
appears credible will have their opinion accepted and relied upon by the
judge or jury without necessarily a clear understanding or comprehension of
the underlying facts and basis for the surveyor’s opinion.
The client is well served by the attorney that spends some time evaluating
the surveyor in their role as an expert. There are several facets of a surveyor
and the services performed by the surveyor that the attorney should examine.
There are numerous surveyors who are competent and
respected practitioners, yet do not portray confidence
and sagacity in stressful situations.
One facet to be examined is the surveyor’s ability to
handle stress. Some surveyors do not make good experts
because of their inability to handle stress. There are
numerous surveyors who are competent and respected
practitioners, yet do not portray confidence and sagacity
in stressful situations. The terror of sitting in the witness chair coupled with the seemingly hostile attention
of the attorney and judge often leave these surveyors
struggling for simple thoughts, stumbling over words,
grasping for answers, spitting out nonsensical responses,
shaking uncontrollably, and sweating profusely. Many are the attorneys
who left a courthouse convinced not only that the surveyor had botched
the survey and testimony but must have committed all the unsolved crimes
in the area given their demeanor on the stand. Given the technical nature
of surveying and the difficulty in explaining technical testimony, a good
demeanor is an important factor to cultivate. In complex and technical testimony such as required for boundary litigation, it is not uncommon for an
incompetent surveyor to be judged a more credible witness because of their
superior and calm demeanor rather than the the content of their testimony.
The root of many deficiencies in professional services can be traced to
cost conscious clients coupled with surveyors willing to restrict their
services based on a price the client is willing to pay.
An evaluation of the scope and depth of the surveyor’s work should also be
performed by the attorney. The root of many deficiencies in professional
services can be traced to cost conscious clients coupled with surveyors willing to restrict their services based on a price the client is willing to pay. The
purpose stated for the services also plays a role in the quality of the surveying service provided. The mortgage loan inspection used to obtain financing
is a markedly different service than the boundary retracement survey used to
prepare a description or erect improvements. In this regard surveyors are no
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"The root of many deficiencies in professional services can be traced to cost
conscious clients coupled with surveyors
willing to restrict their services based on
a price the client is willing to pay."
different than attorneys. What attorney could honestly admit that they provide the same level of estate planning to the blue-collar worker with $5,000
life savings as compared to the billionaire? What attorney spends the same
time on a deed for a $100,000 house as they spend on preparing a complaint starting a $1,000,000 lawsuit? The point is that a survey performed
for a timber harvest may not be sufficient to base an opinion on regarding a
$60,000 encroachment lawsuit that occurs many years later.
Also to be discovered by the attorney are surveyors who have arrived at an
opinion without complete information or information that is not reliable,
credible, or cannot be offered into evidence. An opinion
formed without gathering or looking at all relevant
information is usually determined to be untrustworthy
and susceptible to impeachment. This situation is cause
for the surprise of many experienced attorneys when
they realize that the surveyor did not perform a complete
search or limited the measurements to certain corner
monuments that were convenient and failed to use others
monuments more credible but less convenient.
For the surveyor to have had all the information but use
it improperly is no less embarrassing for the attorney
attempting to build a case on the testimony of the surveyor. There are numerous cases where the surveyor has
testified at some length to the care and accuracy of their
research and measurements only to admit they began their services at an
unverified point indicated to the surveyor by the client. Equally problematic
are the situations where the surveyor has relied entirely upon private records that clearly contradict the valid deeds recorded in the public records.
In a few cases, surveyors have relied on procedures or priorities that do not
conform to the rules of construction or priority of control established by the
courts.
These problems oftentimes arise by oversight or mistake made by otherwise
competent surveyors. In a few cases, the surveyor is simply not competent.
Few attorneys are aware that licensing surveyors is a relatively recent event
in many states and certainly was not foolproof in insuring competence of
the individual before licensure. There are numerous surveyors practicing
that have never had to take a test or prove their competency in order to
obtain their surveyor’s license. When licensing of surveyors began, persons
that applied and could show sufficient experience or education where given
a license to survey without testing or further verification of qualifications.
Before continuing, it must be stressed that not all surveyors who were
licensed without examination or other proof of competency are incompetent
See EXPERT WITNESS, Page 7
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The Surveyor as An Expert Witness
Continued from page 6
surveyors. On the contrary, some of the finest surveyors practicing were
licensed in this manner.
While there are many examples to the contrary, the presumption will
always be that the more education a person has, the more knowledgeable they will be.
There is also wide diversity in surveyor qualifications. These qualifications
must also be examined and evaluated for the impact the qualifications may
have upon the perceived credibility of the surveyor. While there are
many examples to the contrary,
the presumption will always be
that the more education a person
has, the more knowledgeable they
will be. There are no mandated
formal education standards for
surveyors in many states. Experience prior to licensing also varies.
Some surveyors have no college
education while a few have a
Ph.D. Between the two extremes
are numerous surveyors with two,
four-year, and various graduate
degrees. Among surveyors with a college education there is a wide variety
of degrees ranging from fine arts to engineering.
Compliance with mandatory standards should not be overlooked in analyzing the surveyor’s services. In many states, surveyors have had to perform
according to mandated standards or expressly except all or parts of those
standards by agreement with the client. Some surveyors have ignored the
standards. Other surveyors have misinterpreted the standards. A few have
not understood the standards. Several surveyors were unaware standards existed for many years. Some surveyors have ignored or excepted certain parts
of the standards that could prove critical in formulating a correct opinion or
communicating a credible opinion.
In defense of the surveyors who have not studiously adhered to the
standards or taken exception to certain parts, adherence to all parts of the
standards is to substantially increase the cost of surveying services without
necessarily affecting the accuracy of the surveyor’s opinion. For example,
the preparation of a complete report alone will often add hundreds of dollars
to a typical retracement survey yet may have no effect on the location of the
boundaries that were re-established.
The attorney must not only check that the surveyor is competent but must
sometimes check those persons that the surveyor relied upon are also competent. Few surveyors do all the work required for a boundary retracement,
instead relying on employees to do some or most of the mundane technical
aspects of the work. In this regard, surveyors and lawyers share a common
weakness as more and more work is delegated to non-professional employees within a firm. Untrained or minimally trained personnel often overlook
important information or fail to catch and correct omissions. Compounding the problem is the large number of personnel and projects supervised
by some surveyors. As the work-load increases for the licensed individual,
review and checks becomes cursory or omitted on many projects. Proper supervision declines. Important pieces of information are undiscovered or the
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significance overlooked. The result is that in some cases the surveyor whose
seal and signature appear on the plan had little to do with the services that
the plan represent. As a consequence, the surveyor cannot always say why
information was omitted or mistakes not detected.
Finally, the mindset of the surveyor should be explored. The attitude or
mindset of a surveyor often has a major impact on the quality of the surveying services and the credibility of the surveyor as an expert. The attitude or
mindset refers to what the surveyor understands a surveyor’s responsibility
to the client should be and the ethical limitations of professional practice.
For example, there are a few surveyors that look upon themselves as technicians. (E.g., “You tell me where to put the corner and I’ll make the measurements between the corner locations you selected.”) At the other end are a
few surveyors who believe they have the power and right to determine all
matters pertaining to boundaries including title issues. These surveyors feel
qualified and authorized to determine boundaries based on acquiescence, estoppel, adverse possession, and other equitable doctrines. (E.g., “The stone
wall has been there for 20 years so your boundary is now the wall despite
what your records say.”)
It is not unusual for the extent of the dispute to exceed the ability of
evidence to support the claim.
In discussing the surveyor and survey services, it would not be fair for the
surveyor’s competency as an expert to ride entirely upon the surveyor’s
ability, background, and care. More times than good conscience should
allow, attorneys have encouraged litigation to begin or continue where the
costs of litigation far exceed the value of the area disputed. Similarly, attorneys will attempt to build “castles on sand.” For example, it is not unusual
for the extent of the dispute to exceed the ability of evidence to support the
claim. Such would be the case where two neighbors are arguing over half
a foot (the location of the old oak tree) when the nearest monuments that
can be used are the center of a road and a four foot wide rock wall several
hundred feet away. In other cases, the technical complexity or reliability
of the evidence exceeds any reasonable ability for the typical jurist or jury
to understand. The fact is that a vast majority of boundary disputes should
and could be handled through mediation by a knowledgeable mediator or
presented before a real estate attorney or surveyor acting in the capacity as
an arbitrator.
In some boundary disputes that go to litigation, adequate preparation and
investigation by the attorney is often lacking. Many surveyors share the
experience where they receive a call from an attorney seeking services as
an expert a short time before trial. There are also numerous times when the
client’s attorney has never attempted to speak to the surveyor until shortly
before trial or, in some cases, the day of trial. Also of some frequency are
situations where a boundary dispute goes to trial where each side is equally
burdened by incompetence be it the surveyor or attorney. Many decisions
by courts are based on the lesser of two evils rather than a clear presentation and analysis of the evidence by the so-called experts and attorneys
employed by each side.
The attorney should make a great effort to prepare an expert on how to
communicate their opinion.
A common problem that frequently arises for the surveyor who is sought
See EXPERT WITNESS, Page 14
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"Old School" Surveying

Destination: San Marcos

Dion Albertson mentors Tammy with some "old school" surveying skills. (Photo courtesy of
Craig Alderman)

Lobby art San Marcos Embassy Suites
Hotel & Convention Center. (From Embassy Suites web site.)

High Plains Experience

LIT Ranch & Talon Point Retreat
By Tammy Kaber
LSIT

R

ecently I have been thinking about
how much I enjoyed my time at the
TSPS seminar that was held at the
Talon Point Retreat near Dumas,
Texas last May. I am fairly new
to the profession of surveying and try to attend
every seminar that TSPS offers to help educate
myself on Texas surveying. During this seminar I
understood concepts that have escaped my grasp
during previous seminars, especially determining
a gradient boundary and the use of some of the
older instruments.
At other seminars I have attended, the experienced surveyors hang out together and the
newer inexperienced surveyors just seem lost.
I noticed that the experienced surveyors really
made an extra effort to communicate with the
younger crowd and share their knowledge with
them. From what I have noticed in the difference
between Texas surveying and PLSS states, is that
you really have to understand the older methods
of surveying. We can read how this was done in
books but until you have actual down and dirty
hands on experience it is never really going to
click. The older professionals showed a lot of patience in helping everyone understand what was
being done out in the field. I enjoyed the different
atmosphere that was evident at this seminar.
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Honestly I was a little lost when I arrived at the
Talon Point Retreat and found that their rooms
did not have a phone or television and not to
mention that cell phone coverage was pretty spotty. After a while
I noticed that it
really encouraged
more communication between the
guests and created a very relaxed
environment. I
absolutely have to
mention the food
that was served at
HPE logo designed by
the Talon Point.
Crystal Harris.
My goodness I
think I gained 10
pounds in 3 days, it was that delicious. Everyone
seemed to thoroughly enjoy the retreat after some
pretty good hikes during the field exercises.
In closing I just wanted to thank everyone that
helped make the High Plains Experience so
enjoyable. They did a terrific job making that
weekend enjoyable and educational. I learned so
much more than I would have by sitting in a conference room for eight hours straight. I definitely
will be attending next year and bringing some
other people with me.

Time to Fill In October
Schedule with 2012 TSPS
Convention & Tech Expo!

O

n the heels of last year's hugely
successful TSPS Convention
& Technology Exposition, the
2012 Convention Committee
is hammering out details for
this year's event October 10-13, 2012 in San
Marcos.
The association is thrilled to bring its annual meeting to the San Marcos Embassy
Suites Hotel & Convention Center (1001 E.
McCarty Lane, San Marcos, Tx 786661,
512-392-6450). Last year's event was held at
the Embassy Suites in Frisco, a very similar
property in layout and amenities, and received
rave reviews from attendees and convention
organizers.
Watch http://www.tsps.org for more details
on convention education offerings, speakers,
special events and Expo exhibitors!
And don't forget to attend the 4th Quarterly
Meeting and the Annual TSPS Business
Meeting Oct. 11. Quarterly begins at 8 a.m.,
followed by the Grand Opening and Keynote
address. Annual meeting follows at 10:00 a.m.
See you in San Marcos!
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Coming Events
MAY
May 			
5				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				

Second Quarterly Board Meeting
1:00-5:00 p.m.
Hilton Austin Airport
9515 Hotel Drive
Austin, TX 78719
512-385-6767
Ray Wisdom Barbecue and Auction to follow meeting.
Committee meetings, including Chapter Presidents Forum,
will be held in the morning prior to the Board meeting.
Watch http://www.tsps.org for more details.

May			
11-12			
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				

A Jefferson Historical Seminar - History of Survey
Measurement Tools & Instruments, and Ethics for the
Professional Surveyor
Presented by TSPS North East Texas Chapter 23
Instructor - Milton Denny (Mr. Denny is licensed in seven
states, is Past President of the Alabama Society of
Professional Land Surveyors and a Fellow in the American
Congress on Surveying and Mapping)
Kellyville Community Center
130 Kelly Park Road
Jefferson, Texas 75657
Mr. Denny will share his extensive knowledge in the use
of Early Surveying Equipment (8 hrs/CEUs) with emphasis on the survey Compass and the Vara Chain. He will
bring several of these instruments and attendees will have
hands-on instruction in their use. The seminar will be held
in a classroom where attendees will be told the history of
early surveying equipment and instruments, principles of
their operation, how adjustments were done and the actual
methods of their use.
On Saturday morning, Mr. Denny will give a seminar (4
hrs/CEUs) on Ethics for the Professional Surveyor. Both
seminars are approved by TBPLS.
Watch for the official Jefferson Historical Seminar brochure
in the March/April issue of The Texas Surveyor, or contact
Mike Gardner now for information or to sign up:
(903) 293-4483 or mgardner@mtgengineers.com.

May			
11-12			
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				

High Plains Experience Seminar
LIT Ranch - near Channing, Texas
Lodging at Talon Point Retreat
16 CEUs
The historic 60,000 acre LIT Ranch, pronounced "lit" like
you "lit the fire", is a mixture of 1879 Pre-Emption surveys,
standard "River Surveys" and Railroad Surveys filling the
gaps in between. Many of the 1879 corners have been
recovered in good condition.
This year, students will be divided into two smaller groups
allowing the instructors the opportunity to spend more
quality time with the students. Both groups will share the
same experience just at different times and come
together at lunch and in the evenings with much to discuss.
Once again the historic LIT Ranch will provide the students
with a rich surveying experience and Mr. Bill O'Brien, the
owner of the LIT will be on hand to discuss the history of
the ranch. Talon Point retreat will be the location for
comfortable lodging, delicious meals and interesting classroom discussion. We will also return to the Tascosa Court-
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house Museum located at the Cal Farley's Boys Ranch for
look into the history of the "Wild West" town of Tascosa.
Weather permitting a Polaris Observation will be demonstrated. Robby Christopher (RPLS, LSLS), Michael Newton (RPLS, LSLS), Stan Piper (RPLS, LSLS) and Maxey
Sheppard (RPLS, LSLS) will return as our instructors.
View the High Plains Experience Seminar brochure.
View the registration/sign-up form HERE.
For more information, contact Craig Alderman at
craig.alderman@gmail.com.

AUGUST
August 			
16-18			
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				

Third Quarterly Board Meeting – Strategic Planning
La Torretta Lake Resort & Spa
600 La Torretta Boulevard
Montgomery, TX 77356
936-448-4400
Room Rate – $109
Annual Strategic Planning
Aug. 16-17, 2012
Third Quarterly Board Meeting
1 p.m. – Aug. 18, 2012

OCTOBER
October
10-13

61st Annual TSPS Convention & Technology Expo
Embassy Suites San Marcos Hotel & Conf. Center 1001 E. McCarty Lane
San Marcos, Tx 78666
1-512-392-6450
Watch www.tsps.org for more details!

October
11

4th Quarterly Meeting - Annual TSPS Business Mtg
Embassy Suites San Marcos Hotel & Conf. Center 1001 E. McCarty Lane
San Marcos, Tx 78666
1-512-392-6450
Fourth Quarterly Board Meeting
8:00-9:00 a.m.
Annual TSPS Business Meeting
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

December
1

GNSS, Geodesy & Map Projections for Texas Land
Surveyors
8 CEUs
Speaker: James B. Gillis, RPLS, NSLS, CLS
DoubleTree Club Hotel – Dallas Farmers Branch
11611 Luna Road, Dallas 75234
214-496-2777
Room Rate – $99; cut off 11/16/12; mention TSPS

December
1

TBPLS Professional & Technical Standards
8 CEUs
(Qualifies for Ethics/Standards required hours)
Speaker: Kenneth Gold, RPLS
Crowne Plaza Northwest
12801 Northwest Freeway, Houston 77040
713-462-9977
Room Rate – $89; cut off 11/16/12; mention TSPS
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Classified Ads
SURVEY PROJECT TECHNICIAN
(Stafford, TX)
T. Baker Smith is searching
for a Technician who will be
primarily responsible for providing technical support to Project Manager by calculating, analyzing, organizing, coordinating, and researching information, preparing
drawings for oil and gas projects. Will also provide assistance with
any other tasks necessary to complete the project, which can include
setting up field assignments along with interaction with TBS field
and/or office associates and clients.
Requirements:
An Associates degree from an accredited college or from a vocational-technical college in a related field plus one to three years related
work experience in the area of work specialization; OR any equivalent combination of education and experience. Ability to operate
Auto CAD and other related computer software and equipment, and
basic understanding of computer hardware and software, accuracy,
attention to detail, and excellent written and verbal communication
skills.
For more information please go to: www.tbsmith.com or send
resume to humanresources@tbsmith.com
Competitive salary & benefits. EOE/AA Employer. Applications
confidential.
SURVEYING FIRM FOR SALE
Profitable, established surveying firm in Breckenridge, Texas for
sale. This company has mainly served the oil/gas industry and
pipeline business since 1978. Excellent client base with very good
P&L’s. Multiple survey crews, CAD operators, trucks, equipment
and ATVs to be included. Please email evadean.owen@owensurveying.com or call 254-559-9898 (office) or 940-389-9001 (cell) ask
for Evadean.
SEEKING AN RPLS
Owen Surveying Company in Breckenridge, Texas is seeking an
RPLS with experience in oilfield, pipeline, utility and boundary surveys. Fast-paced work environment overseeing three survey crews
that travel throughout north Texas and two CAD operators. This
established firm has been in business for over 30 years and has a
large client base. Prospective RPLS must be willing to relocate near
the Breckenridge area. Business utilizes modern Trimble equipment,
using NAD 83 State Plane Coordinate system, as well as an RTK
base station. Send resume to evadean.owen@owensurveying.com
or fax (254) 559-7372 including references and contact information.
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POSITIONS AVAILABLE- Fort Worth, Texas
TRWA, Inc., has the following positions available immediately:
S.I.T.
Applicants must have 2-3 years of oil and gas
experience with route, well pad and pipeline
experience.
Survey Technicians
Applicants with 2-3 years of oil and gas experience with a strong survey background.
Crew Chiefs
Applicants with 2-3 years experience in all aspects of surveying with
a strong background in oil and gas.
Instrument Operators
Applicants needed with experience with Trimble GPS and Topcon
total station experience.
Please send all resumes to SHolaway@texasrightofway.com
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE! Great benefits and compensation.
TEXAS RPLS-Lubbock, Texas
AMD Engineering is seeking Registered Professional Land Surveyor
(RPLS) licensed in Texas. Minimum
five (5) years experience preferred
in a combination of proposal/fee
development, boundary analysis,
topographic surveying, construction staking, project management,
client relations, personnel management and development. Prefer
TxDOT precertification. Good communication, organizational and
supervisory skills are required Proficiency in AutoCAD, Land Desktop, and Civil 3D preferred, but not required. Excellent compensation/benefits. Send Resume to 2807 74th Street, Suite 8, Lubbock,
Texas 79423.
SURVEY SPECIALIST II
Texas Department of Transportation - San Antonio District
SURVEY SPECIALIST II
SALARY: $3178.83-$5086.16/
MO.
Must be certified as SIT. See details:
http://www.dot.state.tx.us/employment/alljvns/jvn017434.htm.
Closing Date: 4/24/12
See CLASSIFIEDS, Page 11
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Classified Ads

Continued from page 10

MULTIPLE POSITIONS AVAILABLE - Columbus, Texas
Frank Surveying Co., Inc. located
in Columbus, Texas has the following available positions:
Survey Technician/SIT
Applicant would work under the
supervision of an RPLS performing tasks related to various land
surveying projects, oil and gas surveying and construction layout.
Duties include: record research, deed sketches, preparation of maps
and plats, construction plan review & calculation with daily project
interaction with field crews.
Survey Crew Chief
Ideal applicant would have a minimum of 2 – 4 years of experience
in boundary surveying with experience in oil and gas survey or plant/
facility layout. Must be willing to travel, and experience with Leica
GPS and robotics is preferred.
Instrument Person
Ideal applicant would have a minimum of 1 year experience in
boundary surveying with experience in oil & gas surveying. Must
be willing to travel, and experience with Leica GPS and robotics is
preferred.
Send resumes to resumes@franksurveying.com or fax (979) 7325271
NO PHONE CALLS, PLEASE. Applications confidential
FIELD CREW
KFW Surveying, which is
located in San Antonio, is currently in search of field crew
candidates with at least Five
Years of experience to join our
staff. Extensive experience
with Leica 1200 GPS system
and Robotic system a must.
Send your resume to info@kfwengineers.com.
Immediate Need - Field Survey Staff/Party Chief
JEA/HYDROTECH is
a 22 year old multidisciplinary firm currently in
search of superior surveying candidates to join
our staff. Located in the
Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex, we provide an excellent benefits package and a comfortable work environment. We have an immediate
opening for a knowledgeable experienced and talented Party Chief.
Preference will be given to candidates who have received formal
training/education in Land Surveying, or who have been qualified as
Surveyors In Training (SITs), and to those who have experience with
Leica System 1200.
Please visit our website at www.jea-hydro.com for more information and if interested forward your resume immediately to jim.gil-
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lis@jea-hydro.com. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Geomaticist II/ Land Surveyor - Dallas Office
Atkins has been providing infrastructure planning, engineering,
construction, environmental consulting, urban planning, architecture,
and program management services to clients across the United States
for more than 50 years. Globally, Atkins is the largest UK-based engineering and design consultancy and the world's 11th largest design
firm with nearly 18,000 employees worldwide. We have the depth
and breadth of expertise to respond to the most technically challenging and time-critical infrastructure projects and the urgent transition
to a low-carbon economy.
Our Dallas office is currently seeking a Geomaticist II/ Land Surveyor.
In this role you will apply technical, professional proficiency to
Geomatics work and establish and implement field project plans. You
will perform all aspects of Geomatics including field surveys, raw
data reduction, field calculations, CAD drafting, GIS data collection,
research, and error analysis.
See CLASSIFIEDS, Page 12

Post a Classified
Classified ads are billed at $1.00 per word/$25.00 minimum
charge. Ads are posted to the Web site immediately and
inserted in next available publication. (Copy deadline - 15th of
the month preceding publication.) All classified ads must be
prepaid.
Submit text of ad and payment information via email to
DougL@tsps.org.
1. If the ad is "Web Only", the ad cost is still calculated according to the publication insertion rate of $1.00 per word.
2. Publisher's limits of liability in event of error: Correct ad will
be published once. Account will be billed and credit issued.
3. The Texas Surveyor magazine and Metes and Bounds
newsletter (electronic) are published bimonthly as follows:
The Texas Surveyor - Jan/March/May/July/Sept./Nov.
Metes & Bounds - Feb./April/June/August/October/December
Payment may be made with check or credit card (MC/VISA/
AMEX). Call with card info to 512-327-7871. Make checks payable to TSPS and mail to:
The Texas Society of Professional Surveyors
Attn: Classified Ads
2525 Wallingwood Dr., Ste 300
Austin, TX 78746
Questions? email DougL@tsps.org
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Classified Ads
You will apply advanced techniques, procedures and criteria in
carrying out a sequence of diversified field-based Geomatics tasks
requiring specialized academic training.
This position requires a Bachelor's Degree in Geomatics, Engineering, Land Surveying or an equivalent course of study.
In addition, you must be registered with TxDOT and Texas RPLS
certification is required.
You must have two years professional experience as a Geomaticist.
The successful applicant must be proficient with survey calculations,
CAD, and GIS.
We also require good math/trigonometry computation ability, knowledge of CAD software, and knowledge of ArcGIS.
You must possess good communications skills, both verbal and written, including technical writing.
The successful candidate will have good analytical ability, a proactive attitude, the ability to innovate and improvise. You need to make
logical decisions based on a Geomatics background while on the fly,
operating as a one person field unit.
You will need to operate field equipment, calculators, computers,
CAD based software, and GIS based software. You will need the
ability to interpret legal descriptions and field notes and the ability to
effectively communicate findings, make recommendations, and work
with people. Your ability to compose clear and concise reports and
legal descriptions will be important to your success in this position.
To apply visit our website at www.atkinsglobal.com or send your
resume to Nancy.Fencl@atkinsglobal.com.
SURVEY FIELD TECHNICIAN
Miller Surveying in DFW is hiring a Survey Field Technician.
Applicants must have a minimum
of 3 years field surveying experience using data collectors in construction and 3D data collection.
We run one-person crews using
robotic total stations and GPS, so
applicants with this type of experience will have an advantage. Non
smoker preferred, valid TXDL required and applicants are subject to
a drug screen. Send resumes to millersurveytx@gmail.com.
MULTIPLE POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Meridian Surveying & Mapping is a multi-disciplined firm providing surveying services on a wide variety of commercial, industrial,
residential, municipal and telecommunication projects. We are
conducting a search for qualified professionals to fill multiple positions including: Party Chiefs and Instrument men. We offer a strong
benefits package which includes Medical, Dental, Life Insurance,
Vision, Tuition Reimbursement, Job Training and opportunities
for advancement. If you are interested in a confidential interview
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Continued from page 11
please fax you resume to (713) 722- 7613 or email to rgannaway@
mersurvey.com.
CAD Technicians/Survey Crew Chiefs/Survey Technicians/
Office Chief - EnergyPlex, Lea County, New Mexico
New Mexico firm has IMMEDIATE openings for
Survey Crew Chiefs, Survey
Technicians, Office Chief and
CAD Technician. Construction Survey and Trimble GPS
experience required. Survey
work includes ALTA and other boundary surveys, cross country route
surveys including right of way and easement delineation, horizontal
and vertical control networks, engineering design surveys, topographic surveys and construction staking. Please email resumes to
ecruz@pettigrew.us or visit our website at www.pettigrew.us.
Pacheco Koch has an immediate opening in the Dallas
Office
Survey Technician Dallas, TX
This opening is for
a Survey Technician
with 5+ years of
experience.
Responsibilities include:
• Creating deed sketches and preparing preliminary boundary
solutions
		 under the direct supervision of the RPLS
• Processing conventional and GPS Survey data
• Preparing survey requests for the survey field crews
• Preparing and writing legal descriptions
Microstation and Geopak experience is mandatory. TxDOT, City
Public Works and AutoCAD Civil 3D experience is a plus. To apply
please go to http://www.pkce.com and click on “Careers,” then
“Apply”.
We offer excellent benefits including Paid Time Off, a choice of
medical plans, dental, life, voluntary vision, long and short-term
disability insurance, as well as a 401(k), Health Savings Account
and Flexible Spending Plans. Competitive salary commensurate with
experience. Pacheco Koch is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
SENIOR PARTY CHIEF, CONROE
Position requires minimum 5 years experience as party chief, boundaries, topos, land development & construction staking;
Experience required with calculations, conventional equipment, data
collection and GPS (RTK) required.
We offer good pay and an excellent working environment.
Applicant must be hard working and drug free
Please reply to:
ken@surveyingtexas.com
See CLASSIFIEDS, Page 13
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SURVEY CREW CHIEF
A Texas Surveying firm
located in the Central Texas
area is looking for strong candidates to fill positions.

San Antonio Area
Survey Crew Chief - Applicant must have 2 to 4 year
of experience in Oil and Gas
surveying. Additionally, experience in Topographic, boundary,
ALTA and construction staking surveying. Must have experience
with Trimble GPS and TSC3 Data Collectors.
Please send resumes to: resumes@crosstexaslandservices.com No
Phone calls please.

Continued from page 12
vehicle record; travel required.
Experience with various survey equipment required, also preferred is
experience in the Oil & Gas sector, pipeline surveys and government
work.
Only applicants within one hour of job location considered.
This is not an entry level position
EEO/M/F/D/V
Send resumes to: usajobs@fugro.com
CAD SPECIALIST

LAND SURVEY PARTY CHIEF

JOHN CHANCE LAND SURVEYS,
INC.

JOHN CHANCE LAND SURVEYS,
INC.

WE ARE RECRUITING FOR THE
FOLLOWING OPEN POSITION:

WE ARE RECRUITING FOR THE
FOLLOWING OPEN POSITION:

CAD SPECIALIST
John Chance Land Surveys, Inc.
Land Operations, San Antonio, TX

LAND SURVEY PARTY CHIEF
John Chance Land Surveys, Inc. (www.
jclsurvey.com)
Land Survey Operations, San Antonio, TX
DUTIES/RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Supervises and leads assigned crew in performing field activities ac		 cording to quality standards, best practices and principles of
land
		 surveying to collect field data for surveys of well locations,
units,
		 pipeline, topography, boundaries, permits and other survey
projects
		 that may be contracted.
2. Interfaces with client on behalf of company to ensure client
		 satisfaction.
3. Is responsible for keeping accurate records on data gathered,
crew
		 time and expenses including field notes, time ticket and daily
reports.
4. Performs field calculations using coordinate geometry.
5. Operates survey data collecting devices, computers, ATV’s and
small
		 boats.
6. Is responsible for survey vehicle and issued equipment.
7. Is responsible for following proper safety practices affecting
assigned
		 tasks and those of the work group.
EDUCATION/EXPERIENCE:
Associate’s degree in Land Surveying, Geomatics/ Geodesy; 5-7
years survey instrument experience, 2 years as Crew Chief, Military
candidates with equivalent experience in Topographic Surveying,
Geospatial Specialties; valid driver’s license with acceptable motor
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DUTIES/RESPONSIBILITIES: Use computer-aided software and
peripheral equipment to produce digital and hardcopy maps.
• Calculate area and volume; interact with internal clients on
project
		 requirements.
• Assist with the acquisition of GIS data, by way of manual data
entry,
		 scanning documents and digitizing maps.
• Produce marketing materials.
• Assist with other duties required to upkeep drafting / data manage		 ment department.
EDUCATION/EXPERIENCE: Associate’s degree in Drafting/
CAD from two-year college/technical school plus 3 years related
experience equivalent combination of education and experience.
• Proficiency in use of computer aided drafting software (Terramodel &
		 AutoCad), Civil 3D, DTM software
• Understands sound surveying principles
• Outstanding communication and relationship management
skills
• Be proficient with Microsoft Office products. (Word, Excel, and
		 Power Point)
• Valid driver’s license with acceptable motor vehicle record
• Prefer experience with oil & gas sector, pipelines, and government
		 projects.
Note: Must live within one hour of area, position is not entry
level
Send resume to: usajobs@fugro.com
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IN MEMORIAM
CURTIS L. OPPERMAN
SHERMAN - Curtis L. Oppermann Jr., 65, RPLS # 2272,
from Sherman died suddenly on March 25, 2012, in Amarillo while visiting family. Curtis is survived by his wife
of more than 40 years, Aleta Shearin Oppermann.
Funeral services were held on Friday, March 30, 2012 at
the Waldo Funeral Home Chapel in Sherman. Graveside
services were scheduled to be held at 3 p.m. at Parkdale
Cemetery in Arlington, Texas. Pastor Joseph Andrajack of

TSPS New Members
REGISTERED
Heath Brown, RPLS #6189
Halff Associates, Inc.
1201 North Bowser Road
Richardson, TX 75081

ASSOCIATE
Nicholas Vann
Brown & Gay Engineers, Inc.
1918 Rock Fence
Richmond, TX 77406

Gilbert Cade, RPLS #5060
1722 Thames
Corpus Christi, TX 78412

AFFILIATE
Abel Arispe
Frontier Surveying Company
710 Buffalo Street, Suite 700
Corpus Christi, TX 78401

Josh Connally, RPLS #5706
CBG Surveying Inc
12025 Shiloh Rd 230
Dallas, TX 75228
Greg McCall, RPLS #4396
Tipton Engineering, Inc.
6330 Broadway Blvd. Suite C
Garland, TX 75043
London Ryon, RPLS #6212
Halff Associates, Inc.
5428 Redwater Court
The Colony, TX 75056
ASSOCIATE
Jason Johnson
Cunningham-Allen Inc.
202 Banyon Cove
Cedar Park, TX 78613
Jeff Kelly
Crossway Surveying Inc.
6421 Camp Bowie Blvd #418
Fort Worth, TX 76116
:
Barrett Thorne
Crossway Surveying Inc
6421 Camp Bowie Blvd., Ste 418
Fort Worth, TX 76116
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Roger Enloe
Frontier Surveying Company
710 Buffalo Street, Suite 700
Corpus Christi, TX 78401
Nicholas Fikes
Frontier Surveying Company
710 Buffalo Street, Suite 700
Corpus Christi, TX 78401
STUDENT
Stephen Barger
Terra Firma Land Surveying
1701 Directors Blvd., Suite 400
Austin, TX 78744
Robert Render
West Company Of Midland Inc.
110 W. Louisiana Ave
Midland, TX 79705
SUSTAINING
Diane Sierra
Trimble Navigation
10355 Westmoor Drive
Westminster, CO 80021

Christ Lutheran Church in Amarillo officiated. You can view the entire
obituary at the Herald-Democrat website.
CODY L. OWEN
Cody Lynn Owen, 59, RPLS #2010, beloved husband, father and friend,
died April 5, 2012 at his home in Breckenridge. Services were held at 2
p.m. Saturday, April 7, at the First United Methodist Church in Breckenridge and interment was at Oakwood Cemetery in Jacksboro.
Read the full obituary at the Breckenridge American website.

Surveyor as An Expert Witness
Continued from page 7
as an expert is the attorney who seeks a “hired gun” or advocate for
the client’s position. Ethically, a surveyor is obligated to perform an
unbiased analysis to arrive at an opinion on the location of the boundary by a fair and reasonable interpretation of the operative conveyances
guided if need be by a proper application of the rules of construction as
established by appellate court decisions. Consequently, the surveyor’s
responsibility in retracing a boundary should be independent of the
client’s needs, wishes, or best interests. The attorney should not influence an expert witness in formulating an opinion (i.e., what to say).
The attorney may and should, however, make a great effort to prepare
an expert on how to communicate their opinion. This is an important
distinction lost among some attorneys. If the surveyor has been allowed
to arrive at an unbiased opinion on the location of a boundary, the surveyor is cautioned that a diligent effort is expected from the surveyor to
defend that position — to become an advocate for their opinion.
A court appointed surveyor should be considered in all boundary
litigation cases.
In closing a discussion about employing surveyors in litigation, one
option that is often ignored by attorneys is to seek the appointment of a
surveyor through the court to locate disputed boundaries – a court appointed surveyr. This option will be discussed in a future article.
In closing, it is my experience that most surveyors would rather earn a
fee in some other manner than as an expert witness. While successfully
educating the judge or jury can be a rewarding experience, the process
is often fraught with stress and difficulties. Explaining a complex and
technical analysis within a limited time frame is difficult enough. However, within the confines of a courtroom, the explanation must be done
with frequent interruptions brought about by objections, trick questions, poorly worded questions, and under the ministrations of at least
one hostile attorney who is trying very hard to make the surveyor or the
surveyor’s testimony appear faulty, biased, incomplete, and irrelevant.
Nevertheless, the role of a surveyor as an expert is an important one
that must be approached with a motivation to educate, a willingness
to communicate effectively, and an acceptance of the difficulty that
attenuates the process of giving testimony in litigation.
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